GET THE
COMPLETE SOLUTION
Value Advantage® complete strut and shock assemblies are
precision-engineered, fit-tested, and ride-tested on the same
Nissan applications for which they were produced. They
deliver the ride and performance that was designed
into every Nissan and offer the peace of mind of a
quality product validated by Nissan engineers.

NISSAN VALUE ADVANTAGE®
COMPLETE SHOCK/STRUT ASSEMBLIES
PEFORMANCE
– New struts can improve tire wear by creating proper contact with the tire and road surface.
– New struts can improve ride comfort that has deteriorated over time due to worn components.

SAFETY
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL INSTALLER:
– Value Advantage® complete assemblies do not require the use of a spring compressor.
FOR THE CONSUMER:
– By replacing all of the key ride control components; strut, strut mount, and coil spring, the consumer can be confident that
they have received a complete repair.

VALUE
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL INSTALLER:
– Installation time may be reduced by up to 2/3 when compared to traditional strut replacements. Allows the installer to
increase their repair bay turns and service more customers.
– Replacing the complete assembly provides assurance the repair is resolved the first time.
FOR THE CONSUMER:
Value Advantage® complete assemblies are often more cost effective than
replacing each ride control component individually.

WHEN IS IT TIME TO
REPLACE SHOCKS
AND STRUTS?
SIGNS THAT COULD MEAN IT’S TIME TO CHANGE YOUR
SHOCK/STRUT ASSEMBLY
POOR RIDE QUALITY
Excessive bounce, vehicle roll, swaying, or unusual noises from the suspension could be an indication
that the shocks or struts have lost their ability to perform properly. They should be inspected and
possibly replaced.

FRONT-END DIVE WHEN BRAKING
Excessive diving when braking is a good indication that shocks and struts may need replacing. Front-end
dive during braking can affect steering and stopping distances.

UNEVEN TIRE WEAR
Vehicles with poorly performing shocks and struts can create unusual wear patterns on tires, especially
“cupping,” that can result in loss of the tire’s performance and a reduction of tire life.

VISIBLE DAMAGE TO SHOCK/STRUT
A shock or strut that is visibly leaking fluid indicates that the oil seal has failed or been damaged. The
loss of oil will affect the component’s ability to perform properly and is cause for replacement. Dents or
other damage to the component are also key indicators for replacement.

ALWAYS REPLACE YOUR SHOCKS AND STRUTS IN PAIRS
Typically, when one corner of the vehicle is requiring a shock or strut replacement, the opposite side of the vehicle is also in
need of replacement. Replacing in pairs ensures that both the right and left sides of the vehicle remain on the same repair
timeline. Value Advantage® complete assemblies provide a high-quality repair option at an affordable price that can make
replacing in pairs a more budget friendly repair recommendation.
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